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Abstract
This paper discusses the design of BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS). We have developed this
system to automate the execution of jobs in a cluster of workstations where machines belong to different
owners. The objective is to use a general purpose cluster as one massive computer for processing large
applications. In contrast to a dedicated cluster, the scheduling in BATRUN DPS must ensure that only the idle
cycles are used for distributed computing and local users, when they are operating, have the full control of
their machines. BATRUN DPS has several unique features: (1) group-based scheduling policy to ensure
execution priority based on ownership of machines, (2) multi-cell distributed design to eliminate a single
point failure as well as to guarantee better fault tolerance and scalability. The implementation of the system is
based on multi-threading and remote procedure call mechanism.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the design of BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS). We have
developed this system to automate the execution of jobs in a cluster of workstations where machines
belong to different owners. The objective is to use a general purpose cluster as one massive
computer for processing large applications. In contrast to a dedicated cluster, the scheduling in
BATRUN DPS must ensure that only the idle cycles are used for distributed computing and the local
users, when they are operating, have the full control of their machines. BATRUN DPS has several
unique features: group-based scheduling policy to ensure execution priority based on ownership of
machines, multi-cell distributed design to eliminate a single point failure as well as to guarantee
better fault tolerance and scalability. The implementation of the system is based on multi-threading
and remote procedure call mechanism. This paper focuses on the design of BATRUN DPS and its
components: Machine Allocator, Job Scheduler, Resource Collector, Execd, User Process Agent and
Keyboard Monitor.
1.   Introduction
Recent developments in distributed computing systems provides the user community the ability
to share resources on powerful workstations connected by a high speed network. Iowa State
University’s Project Vincent system is an example of such a development. This project, started in 1990,
supports more than 800 workstations connected with a campus-wide backbone to provide computing
facilities to students, faculty and university staff members.
In a distributed system, such as Project Vincent, the use of workstations varies. In many cases,
workstations are utilized during the day time to develop softwares and run application services such as
word processing, database, electronic mail, etc. On the other hands, there are users with large
applications requiring enourmous computation. These users can always use additional workstations to
satisfy their computing needs. A good example is the Alpha High Energy Physiscs (HEP) group at
Iowa State University. This group has been running thousands simulations of the Fermilab Tevatron
Collider to establish the existence of the top quark particle. The enourmous computing capacity
required by this group in fact motivated the development of BATRUN DPS.
Typically, the average utilization of workstations in our system is between 40 to 90% during
the day.  However, during night time the usage drops significantly. It ranges between 10 to 20% only.
This characteristic opens an opportunity to utilize this otherwise unused computing power to serve
massive computing jobs. Batch After Twilight RUNning (BATRUN) project, started in 1991, uses idle
workstations, particularly at nighttime, to execute computation-intensive jobs.
2Three batch processing systems were studied in the beginning of the project to determine the
initial tool used to serve BATRUN needs. These were Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [S89],
Distributed Queuing System (DQS) [GS91], and Condor [BLL91]. Two important criteria of the
evaluation are checkpoint capability and job preemption when a machine is no longer idle. Condor was
the only software that supported these two features at the time and was chosen as the tool to automate
the execution of batch jobs.
For the past three years, BATRUN has been utilizing Condor. Many modifications were done
to make it suitable to Project Vincent environment. Unfortunately, there are limitations to Condor that
remain and would require major modifications to the design - inefficient remote file access, single point
failure, to mention a view. These limitations of Condor to adapt to a general-purpose cluster of
workstations will be addressed in detail in this paper.
BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS) is developed to overcome Condor’s open
problems. BATRUN DPS has unique features compared to other batch processing softwares, such as
Condor and DQS. Its group-based scheduling policy ensures that the execution priority is given to
batch jobs belonging to the same  machines’ owners. Its multi-cell distributed design eliminates a single
point failure as well as guarantees better fault tolerance. In addition, the implementation is more
efficient and clearer since it exploits the multi-threaded and remote procedure call features of the
operating system and maximizes the use of computing resources provided by Project Vincent.
This paper discusses the BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS) developed at Iowa
State University. This paper focuses on the design of BATRUN DPS and its six components: Machine
Allocator, Job Scheduler, Resource Collector, Execd, User Process Agent and Keyboard Monitor.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the Project Vincent computational
environment is described, followed by a discussion on the backgrounds of BATRUN project and
BATRUN DPS design in section 3. Two scheduling components of BATRUN DPS, Job Scheduler and
Machine Allocator, are discussed in detail in section 4 and 5. The Resource Collector, Execd and User
Process Agent are presented in section 6, 7 and 8. Conclusions and future work are provided in section
7 and 8.
2.   Project Vincent Computational Environment
Project  Vincent, initiated in 1990, is a multi-year project involving over 800 workstations
connected in a high speed three-kilometer FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) data communication
network. More than 9 CISCO routers and 7 ethernet switches are installed to connect local area
networks in each building to the ring. There are approximately 21,000 registered users. In April 1995,
the average daily active logins are 14,000 users. Project Vincent’s objective is to provide
supercomputing facilities for various purposes of instruction, research and development at Iowa State
University.
There are three important characteristics of the Project Vincent computational environment
that must be considered when designing a distributed batch processing system.
1. Group Ownership of Workstation
Administration of resources in Project Vincent is distributed throughout the user community. This
policy also applies to the management of workstations. Project Vincent workstations are distributed
3to individual faculty, staff and departments. Each group is autonomous with regard to the
accessibility and use of its workstations. Remote access to the machines can be granted if  the local
owners desire, however, priority must be given to local jobs.
2. AFS File System
File services in Project Vincent are supported by the Andrew  File System (AFS), a wide-area
distributed file system. AFS consists of a number of trusted servers cooperating together to present
users with access transparency and location transparency services [Z91]. The access
transparency service is provided through a uniform file name space. Users can log in to any
workstation connected to the file system and access  their files using the same names. The AFS
supports location transparent file service to users by caching directories and files to the  local
disks of workstations. These file structures appear to users as a single large tree of local file system
at each workstation.
The AFS development has evolved through three stages: AFS-1, AFS-2 and AFS-3. Project
Vincent  is currently  running  AFS-3, which has adopted  the  Kerberos-4 authentication system to
enforce security.
3. Kerberos-4
Security and access protection in Project Vincent are provided by Kerberos-4, an authentication
system which relies on a trusted third party to prove the identity of two communicating entities
(clients or servers). Kerberos  works  by providing tickets to clients which can be  used  to identify
themselves when requesting access to services. The ticket contains information about the client's
name, the server name, the client's IP address, the ticket lifetime and a random session key. Thus, a
ticket is only good for a single  server  and  a single client.
There are two serious limitations of Kerberos-4. First, Kerberos-4 does not allow an authenticated
user granting a server access to network services on her/his behalf [SNS88]. It is because the user
might not trust the server; thus the authentication forwarding is not desired in all cases. As a result,
the user can not start a process on a remote workstation without performing a new login to obtain a
ticket. Second, Kerberos-4 does not provide a mechanism to renew tickets. Consequently, a process
that runs longer than the expiration time of a ticket will not be able to access resources after the
ticket expired.
3.   BATRUN
The  BATRUN (Batch After Twilight RUNning) project  began in 1991. Its objectives were to
automate and manage the use of idle workstations in a distributed network of computers to execute
batch jobs.  In the beginning of the project, a number of batch processing softwares were evaluated.
Five criteria of the evaluation, listed in decreasing order of importance, are: (1) job preemption when
user activity is detected, (2) checkpoint capability, (3) portability, (4) fault tolerance and (5) ease of
use.  The first two criteria are the most important evaluation to BATRUN. Since the target
workstations to be used in the project are interactive workstations in public labs and departments, it is
essential that the users of the workstations do not notice the existence of BATRUN jobs. When a
workstation is idle, it should be assigned to execute a BATRUN job. However, as soon as a user
activity is detected, the batch job should be preempted to prevent it from competing with the user’s
4processes. This leads to the need to have a checkpoint capability to increase throughput. If BATRUN
jobs are preempted, and started from the beginning at other idle workstations, the jobs may never
complete. To avoid this, BATRUN jobs should be checkpointed periodically or prior to preemption.
Figure 1. BATRUN Condor CPU Utilization
Batch processing softwares evaluated at the time were Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [S89],
Distributed Queuing System (DQS) [GS91], and Condor [BLL91]. PVM had an advantage over
Condor and DQS. It supported interprocess communication for parallel processing. However, it
required special programming in the user codes to coordinate the PVM components. DQS did not
require additional programming, but it was less fault tolerant. It maintained a central scheduling
component and a single queue for all jobs. Both DQS and PVM did not support checkpoint facility and
5job preemption when machines were no longer idle. Condor was the only software that supports these
two features at the time. It also met all other evaluation criteria and thus, was chosen to serve as the
BATRUN initial tool.
The Project Vincent system has been the testbed environment for Condor for the past three
years. The Condor pool consists of  50 DECstations (DEC MIPS 3100 and 5000 series) running
ULTRIX 4.3. These workstations consists of public labs and reseach machines from various
departments. The version of Condor used in BATRUN has been going through many modifications to
make it more suitable to the Project Vincent environment and BATRUN needs.
The testbed application used in BATRUN project has been the D0 GEANT simulation
program of an intersection region of the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. The present GEANT code is
approximately 5.5MB, and the output produced averages 0.5MB. The execution time can vary
considerable depending on the details of the simulation performed. The results of the experiments
showed that BATRUN achieved a performance of 70-80% utilization of idle CPU during night time, as
shown in the Figure 1. These numbers were collected while the academic semester was in session.
Between semesters break, the accessibility is further increased. The architecture of Condor is reviewed
in the next section.
3.1.   Condor
Condor model is based on a master-slave model. The system consists of one Central Manager
and a number of slave machines. Idle slave machines are considered as available resources. The
Central Manager is responsible to coordinate the use of these resources, keep track of which machines
are idle and allocate those idle machines to execute user jobs. The topology of the logical “connection”
between the Central Manager and slave machines is a one-level tree structure, where the Central
Manager is the root and the slaves are the leaves, as shown in the Figure 2.
Campus Network
Central
Manager
Slaves
Figure 2. The topology of Condor pool
One can think of Condor pool as a collection of loosely coupled processors. A user can submit
a number of independent jobs to Condor from any slave machine in the pool. The Central Manager will
distribute these jobs to idle slave machines whose resources match with the job requirements. The slave
machines execute and periodically checkpoint user’s jobs. When the jobs are completed, Condor
notifies the user about the completion status. Some of the new features added to Condor to make it
6more suitable to Project Vincent and BATRUN needs are: signals and environment variables support,
Condor daemon interface with the X server, user-defined checkpoint interval, etc.
There are a number of limitations with Condor that affects the performance of the system on
Project Vincent environment.
1. Inefficient Remote File Access Mechanism
When executing remote jobs, Condor does not access input and output files directly from the
executing machines. Instead, it performs remote system calls to request the submitting machine to
do I/O operations on behalf of the executing machines, as shown in the Figure 3. Then, files are
transferred across the network to the batch processes on the executing machines. This mechanism
causes three problems. First, if a submitting machine starts a lot of jobs on slave machines, then it
has to perform all the I/O operations for each of these slaves and transfers the results to them. This
can decrease the performance of the submitting machine. Second, the network traffic generated
because of the file transfer to and from executing machines is concentrated on the submitting
machines, which can become a bottleneck. Third, in Project Vincent AFS, all open files are cached
to the local drive of workstations. Since the submitting machines hosts all open files required by
executing machines, Condor can use up majority of the submitting machine’s AFS cache and
leaves little space for other user processes.
Data
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File Server
File Access
Path
Submitting
Machine
Executing
Machine
Executing
Machine
Figure 3. Condor Remote File Access Mechanism
2. Lack of Owner Based Priority
Condor does not prioritize machines based on different owners. It assumes that machines in its pool
belong to the same owner. The order of which machine is allowed to execute first is managed by
the up-down algorithm [BLL91]. Unfortunately, in a typical distributed system such as Project
Vincent, workstations are allocated to different groups and departments. In this environment,
Condor scheduling policy does not guarantee a fair utilization of resources based on the owner of
workstations.
73. Single Point Failure
The Central Manager in Condor is the only component that can assign execution of jobs on idle
workstations. If the machine which hosts the Central Manager is “down”, no jobs will be executing
in the pool.
The new software, BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS) provides solutions to these
limitations. This system is explained in detail in the next section.
3.2.   BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS)
The BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS), will replace the current Condor
software, but retain the same functionality. It will manage workstations, monitor the available
resources in each workstation and execute users’ batch jobs on those idle workstations. The design
requirements of the BATRUN DPS are presented below.
1. Local User Autonomy
Local users should have complete priority over the use of workstations. Any batch processes
should not affect the  performance of the system.  BATRUN DPS can only execute batch jobs
when no local user activities detected. Should they return to their workstations, BATRUN DPS
must vacate its  jobs and restart them at some other idle workstations.
2. Priority According to Groups
Workstations that participate in BATRUN project should be divided into groups. Each group
should  have priority over the use of their machines. BATRUN DPS must have the ability to
allocate jobs to machines belonging to the same groups. It should also be able to preempt a job
belonging to other group from executing on a machine of a group which has jobs to run.
3. Local Autonomy for Each Group
Participation in the BATRUN project is on a volunteer basis. The owners of workstations should
have control to withdraw their machines from the pool when desired without affecting the entire
BATRUN DPS system.
4. Efficient Remote File Operations through AFS
Project Vincent supports the AFS system which provides a framework that makes a collection of
file-servers appeared as a single tree of file system in each workstation. BATRUN DPS processes
that are running on two different workstations should be able do file operations on this file system
as if they were running on a single machine.
5. Process Migration and Checkpoint
BATRUN DPS must support the ability to transparently migrate a batch job from one machine to
another. To increase the efficiency of process migration mechanism, periodically all running batch
processes should be checkpointed. If a checkpointed process is migrated to another machine, it is
restarted from the last checkpoint. The checkpoint mechanism in BATRUN DPS is adopted from
Condor.
86. Distributed and Fault Tolerant Model
To eliminate a single point failure, BATRUN DPS management of resources should be replicated
and any components responsible to perform scheduling tasks should be replicated.  This makes the
system more reliable.
3.3.   BATRUN DPS Architecture
The architecture of BATRUN DPS follows the basic Condor design. However, unlike Condor
where all machines are collected in a single pool, BATRUN DPS divides machines into groups. Each
group of machines, called Cell, consists of a Cell Manager and a number of slave machines, as shown
in the Figure 4 below.  Having multiple Cell Managers eliminates the single point failure problem in
Condor and increases fault tolerance.
Celll
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Figure 4. BATRUN DPS Architecture
Each Cell Manager has three functions. First, it is responsible to assign idle machines to
execute user jobs. This is similar to the function of Condor’s Central Manager. Second, it encapsulates
the internal state of the physical network topology. The network connections of the slave machines can
be of any type (ethernet, token-ring, etc.). However, to the users’ view, they are all “logically”
connected in a single-level tree structure. Third, all the Cell Managers work together as a group to
provide a “single-entity” view to users. The purpose of this is to make the interactions between Cell
Managers transparent to users.
3.3.1.   BATRUN DPS Components
Similar to Condor, each BATRUN DPS slave machine consists of three components: Execd,
Job Scheduler and Kbdd. The Job Scheduler is responsible to maintain a queue of jobs in each machine
and negotiate with the Cell Manager to execute jobs. The Execd reports the slave machine’s resources
9to the Cell Manager and executes user jobs assigned by an executing machine. The Kbdd monitors
keyboard and mouse activities of the machine and reports the status to the Execd. These activities are
monitored to detect the arrival of a local user. BATRUN DPS jobs will be preempted if there is a local
user.
The Cell Manager consists of two components: Resource Collector and Machine Allocator.
The Resource Collector is responsible to collect the resource availability information of each slave
machines as reported by the Execd. The Machine Allocator functions as a machine scheduler. When a
Job Scheduler wants to execute a job, the Machine Allocator gets the information of all slave machines
in its cell from the Resource Collector and allocates any idle slave machines that have the matching
resources as desired by the user jobs. If all the slave machines in the Machine Allocator’s cell are busy,
it requests slave machines from the Machine Allocators of other cells.  Figure 5 shows the BATRUN
DPS components of a cell.
Machine
Allocator
Resource
Collector
Execd Job Scheduler Execd Job Scheduler
Kbdd Kbdd
Job
Queue
Job
Queue
Cell Manager
Slave Machine Slave Machine
Figure 5. BATRUN DPS Components
3.3.2.   BATRUN DPS Job Execution
As discussed in the BATRUN DPS design constraint earlier, one of the requirements is to
recognize that slave machines belong to different owners and each owner may have jobs to execute.
The owners of the jobs must get higher priority to execute on their machines. To satisfy this constraint,
BATRUN DPS divides slave machines in a cell into groups. All machines in a group belong to a
common owner. User jobs are categorized based on the machine’s group. Each job has two criteria of
priority:
1. Group Priority
This priority is assigned by BATRUN DPS based on the group identification of the machine where
the jobs are submitted. Jobs belonging to a group have priority executing on machines from the
same group. A job can only be executed on a machine from a different group if that group has idle
machines and does not have any waiting jobs to be executed. BATRUN DPS can preempt those
jobs that are not from the same group as the machine’s. Although BATRUN DPS allows multiple
groups of machines in a cell, to reduce the number of preemptions and increase the efficiency of the
system, each cell should contains only machines from one group.
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2. Cell Priority
Jobs submitted in a cell have higher priority executing on machines belonging to the same cell. The
Machine Allocator of this cell may assign idle machines from different cells only if those cells do
not have pending jobs.
The machine where a user submits batch jobs is called the initiating machine. The machine
that runs the job is called the executing machine. The job execution in BATRUN DPS can take place
in two ways. The first is the job execution within a Cell. This involves all the slave machines and the
Cell Manager from the same cell. This mechanism is shown in the Figure 6.
1. Periodically, if a Job Scheduler has user jobs in its queue to be executed, it requests the Machine
Allocator to allocate machines.
2. The Machine Allocator gets a list of machines from the Resource Collector and evaluates the
available resources of these machines against those required by user jobs.
3. If there is a match, the Machine Allocator will assign the machine to the Job Scheduler on the
initiating machine to execute the job.
4. The Job Scheduler then contacts the Execd on the executing machine, sends the job information
and requests the Execd to execute the job.
5. The Execd creates a User Process Agent process which will start and monitor the execution of the
user job. When the job completes, the User Process Agent on the executing machine reports back
to the Job Scheduler on the initiating machine.
Machine
Allocator
Resource
Collector2
Execd Job Scheduler Execd Job Scheduler
Kbdd
1
Kbdd
Job
Queue
Job
Queue
Cell Manager
Initiating Machine Executing Machine
UP Agent
User Job
5
3
4
Figure 6. BATRUN DPS job execution within a cell
The second type of the job execution involves two different Cells. When the Machine Allocator
can not find any slave machines in its cell that have the required resources to execute user jobs - for
instance, all the machines in the cell are busy - it contacts the Machine Allocator at different cells to
send the list of machines from those cells. Then, it evaluates these machines against user jobs. The
mechanism for job execution across different cells, as shown in the Figure 7, is as follows. Suppose
cell A wants to execute on cell B.
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1. Machine Allocator A chooses an executing cell, in this case cell B. It sends a request to Machine
Allocator B to commit itself. If Machine Allocator B decides to commit, it passes a list of idle
machines to Machine Allocator A. During its commitment, Machine Allocator B can not schedule
any job execution.
2. Machine Allocator A will allocate an idle slave machine from cell B that meets the job
requirements. It sends the address of the machine to the Job Scheduler on the initiating machine in
cell A.
3. The Job Scheduler on the initiating machine in cell A contacts the Execd on the executing machine
in cell B and requests a permission to execute a job. The Execd will check the machine status. If
the machine is still idle and has the required resources, the Execd creates a User Process Agent
process that will execute the jobs. The Execd also informs the Job Scheduler on the initiating
machine that the job is started.
Detail discussions of the BATRUN DPS job scheduling policies to determine which jobs can
execute on which machines are presented in section 5 and 6.
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Figure 7. Job Execution in BATRUN DPS
3.3.3.   BATRUN DPS Implementation Model
Each of the components of both the Cell Manager and slave machines - Machine Allocator,
Resource Collector, Job Scheduler, Execd and Kbdd - executes as daemons1 . Each daemon consists of
a functional and a network interface component. The functional component is responsible to perform
internal functions of the daemon. For example, the functional component of a Job Scheduler is
responsible to check the job queue periodically, negotiate with the Machine Allocator if there are jobs
                                                       
1 Daemons are servers running as background processes in Unix environment.
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waiting to be executed, and assign jobs to executing machines. The network interface component
functions as a server that listens to any incoming requests from the network. Figure 8 shows the model
of BATRUN DPS daemons.
There are two types of event that occur in each BATRUN DPS daemon: internal and external
events. Internal events are initiated by either by the functional or network interface component of the
daemon itself. Usually these events occur because the functional component needs to perform its
periodical “house-keeping” work or the network interface requests the functional component to
complete a client’s request.  External events are always initiated by “clients”, which can be either a
user or another BATRUN DPS daemon. When a client makes a request, the network interface of the
daemon will perform the work. However, some of the work may require cooperation with other
BATRUN DPS daemons. To prevent a delay in responding to the client, the network interface initiates
an internal event by sending a signal and requests the functional component to complete the work with
the peer daemons.
Client
Functional
Component
Network Interface
Component
Network Protocols
return
call
Server
Functional
Component
Network Interface
Component
Figure 8. BATRUN DPS daemon design
3.3.4.   BATRUN DPS Implementation Environment
BATRUN DPS is developed on the Project Vincent environment. The plaform is DEC AXP
3000/300LX workstation running DCE/OSF 2.1 operating system. All the BATRUN DPS daemons
are designed multi-threaded. The thread implementation used to develop these daemons is based on the
Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) pthreads. Currently, the Open Network Computing
Remote Procedure Call (ONC RPC) is used for the communication between BATRUN DPS
components. In the future, as the system is ported to different types of platform, support of other type
of RPC will be provided. In the next section, introduction to RPC and threads are presented.
4.   BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler
4.1.   BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler Design
BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler is responsible to manage and schedule jobs from its local queue.
It consists of two components: functional and network interface components, as shown in the Figure
10. The network interface processes external events initiated by clients. These events are:
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1. Submit batch jobs requested by users
When a user submits jobs, the network interface component creates a context for each job, inserts
them in the local queue and requests the functional component to start scheduling these jobs. Each
context contains information about the job, as shown in the Figure 9. Depending on the current
status of job queues in the cell, the recently submitted jobs may or may not be executed directly.
This is because there may be jobs with higher priority waiting to be executed. A detail discussion
of the scheduling policy will be presented later.
2. Remove batch jobs in the local job queue
Users may request the Job Scheduler to remove their jobs from the queue. Before the network
interface component of the Job Scheduler deletes these jobs, it must check the jobs’ status. If it
finds that these jobs are currently being executed, it will initiate an internal event to the functional
component to send requests to the executing machines to stop the execution.
3. Accept an executing machine hostname from Machine Allocator
After the Machine Allocator found a machine that has enough resources to execute the user job, it
sends the machine hostname to the Job Scheduler. The network interface component, upon
receiving the hostname, initiate an internal event to the functional component to begin a job
execution transaction with the corresponding executing machine.
Initiating machine hostname
Username of the job owner
Name of the executable
Name of the input, output and error files
Full path of the directory
Arguments of the executable
Environment variables
Amount of resources required: memory and local disk space
Executing machine hostname
Submission time
Completion time
Checkpoint files
Job priority
Job status
Figure 9. Job Context
4. Return the context of a job to be scheduled for execution to Machine Allocator
During scheduling, the Machine Allocator ask the Job Scheduler to send the context of the next job
to be executed. The scheduler picks a job based on its scheduling policy and sends the context to
the Machine Allocator.
5. Update a job queue sent by an executing Execd/User Process Agent
Any modification to the job context by the Execd or User Process Agent on an executing machine
must be replicated to the Job Scheduler of the initiating machine to keep the job information
consistent. For example, when a user job is checkpointed, migrated or completed, the User Process
Agent must send the new job context to the Job Scheduler of the initiating machine.
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The functional Job Scheduler executes internal events initiated by itself periodically or by the
network interface component:
1. Manage a local job queue
Periodically, the functional Job Scheduler performs “house-keeping” work to maintain the local job
queue, such as checking and cleaning the queue, notifying the Resource Collector about the queue
status and requesting the Machine Allocator to find machines for its jobs.
2. Make a transaction with the Execd on the executing machine to run a batch job
This internal event is initiated by the network interface component when it receives the hostname of
an executing machine sent by the Machine Allocator. The functional component will contact the
Execd on the executing machine, and send the job context. If the Execd agree that its machine is
still idle and has enough resources to execute the job, it will start the job and inform the Job
Scheduler.
3. Request the Execd on the executing machine to stop executing a batch job
This is also an internal event initiated by the network interface component when it finds that some
of the jobs requested by users to be deleted are currently executed by some slave machines. The
functional component will contact each of these machines and request them to kill the job.
Job Scheduler
Functional Network Interface
Scheduler
Delete
Submitjob
id
Exec I
exec
machine
&
job id
Update
Job Queue DB
job
contexts
job id
job
context
schedule
command
job
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job
context
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job
context
Exec II
reschedule
command
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Cancel
job
id
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Allocator ExecD
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Agent
job
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job
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description
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job
queue
state
User
completion
status
exec
mach &
job id
Figure 10. Job Scheduler’s Functional and Network Interface components
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4.2.   BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler Scheduling Policy
Each slave machine maintains individual job queue. All jobs submitted by users from this
machine is spooled to the machine’s job queue. BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler is responsible to manage
and schedule jobs from its local queue only. It performs the scheduling function only when requested by
the Machine Allocator. The Job Scheduler does not have any control over which machines execute its
jobs. This is determined by the Machine Allocator.
The Job Scheduler maintains all the job contexts in a database and stored in a disk. Each job is
identified by a job id which consists of group, cluster and job number.  The job queue maintained in the
memory only consists of “pointers” to the physical location in the disk.
The Job Scheduler picks an idle job to be executed from its queue based on the job’s Group
priority. First, the Job Scheduler tries to schedule all the jobs belong to its group using the round-robin
mechanism. This is to guarantee that all jobs have equal chances to be executed. Second, if there are no
jobs from its group, the Job Scheduler will pick jobs belonging to other group, also using the round-
robin mechanism.
4.3.   BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler Implementation
BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler is implemented as a multi-threaded server. When it is executed,
the Job Scheduler process initializes the job queue by reading the job context database and creates two
threads: the network interface and functional threads. The scheduling policy of these threads is round-
robin and the priority is set to minimum value. Both of these threads share the same job queue and
communicate using a shared variable. This shared data is protected using mutual exclusion locks and
conditional variables.
The network interface thread, immediately after it is created, initializes an RPC connection,
registers to the RPC portmapper and listens to the network. When an RPC request comes, the network
interface creates a dispatcher thread that determines and executes the called procedures, and returns the
result back to the client.  If the work requested by the client requires cooperation of the functional
thread, the network interface thread will save the data and command in the shared variable and send a
conditional signal to the functional thread.
The functional thread waits on a synchronization signal (conditional variable) from the
network interface. However, periodically, it stops waiting and performs housekeeping work described
above.
5.   BATRUN DPS Machine Allocator
5.1.   BATRUN DPS Machine Allocator Design
BATRUN DPS Machine Allocator is responsible to allocate slave machines to execute user
jobs. It tries to match resources required by a job with those available in a slave machine. Similar to
BATRUN DPS Job Scheduler, the Machine Allocator also consists of functional and network
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interface components, as shown in the Figure 11. The functional Machine Allocator has three possible
states: IDLE, SCHEDULING or COMMIT state. In the IDLE state, it is either waiting on a
conditional signal from the network interface component or doing housekeeping work.  In the
SCHEDULING state, the functional Machine Allocator is performing the scheduling function
described in the next section. When a Machine Allocator is commiting its slave machines to other cell,
it is in the COMMIT state.
The network interface component processes only one type of external event initiated by Job
Scheduler daemons: reschedule request. When the Job Scheduler on a slave machine has jobs to
execute, it sends a request to the Machine Allocator in the cell to start allocating machines for their
jobs. Upon receiving the request, the network interface checks the current state of the functional
component. If the state is IDLE, it sends a conditional signal to the functional component to perform
the scheduling function. Otherwise, the network interface simply returns to listen for more requests.
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Figure 11. Machine Allocator’s Functional and Network Interface components
The functional Machine Allocator executes two internal events initiated by itself periodically or
by the network interface component:
1. Housekeeping work
Periodically the functional component perform clean up routines to reclaim all the memory
acquired during the previous scheduling work, and reports to the Resource Collector. It also checks
its commitment status. If the cell it is committing to has not responded within a certain period, the
functional Machine Allocator will cancel the commitment.
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2. Schedule Machines
This event is initiated by the network interface component to request the functional to schedule
machines.
5.2.   BATRUN DPS Machine Allocator Scheduling Policy
There are two scheduling policies that the functional Machine Allocator performs to allocate
machines for job execution: Local and Global scheduling policies.
5.2.1.   Local Scheduling Policy
The Local scheduling policy involves slave machines and jobs from the same cell. The
functional Machine Allocator contacts the Resource Collector in the same cell to collect the status of
slave machines. The Resource Collector returns two lists of machines: list of all machines and list of
machines that have jobs to execute. The functional Machine Allocator scans the list of machines three
times. On the first scan, the functional Machine Allocator tries to allocate all the machines from the
same group as the user jobs.
• Pick an initiating machine that has jobs to execute using round-robin mechanism on the
machine belonging to the same group.
• Get the job requirement from the Job Scheduler of the initiating machine.
• Evaluate slave machines from the same group as the initiating machine, and try to find a
slave that has enough resources to execute the job. If there is currently a job executing on a
slave but does not belong to the same group, the Machine Allocator sends a preemption
command to the Execd of the executing machine.
• If a slave is found, the Machine Allocator sends the slave’s hostname to the Job Scheduler
of the initiating machine.
On the second scan, the Machine Allocator tries to allocate jobs to those idle slave machines
from different group. During this scheduling, no preemption is allowed, since the priority executing on
slave machines are given to jobs from the same group.
• Pick an initiating machine that has jobs to execute using round-robin mechanism on the
machine belonging to different group.
• Get the job requirement from the Job Scheduler of the initiating machine.
• Evaluate idle slave machines from the different group as the initiating machine, and try to
find a slave that has enough resources to execute the job.
• If a slave is found, the Machine Allocator sends the slave’s hostname to the Job Scheduler
of the initiating machine.
After the second scan, if there are jobs remaining to be executed, the functional Machine
Allocator performs the global scheduling policy discussed next.
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5.2.2.   Global Scheduling Policy
The Global scheduling policy involves slave machines and jobs from different cells. The
functional Machine Allocator performs this scheduling policy only when there are jobs remaining and
all the slave machines in its cell are busy and/or executing jobs.
To allocate slave machines from different cell, Machine Allocator collaborates with another
based on commitment. Suppose Machine Allocator from cell A wants to execute jobs on cell B’s
machines. The Machine Allocator A’s cell is called the initiating cell and Machine Allocator B’s cell is
called the executing cell. Machine Allocator A must first ask Machine Allocator B whether it can
commit its machines to execute cell A’s jobs. Machine Allocator B can commit only if it has not
committed itself to other cell, has idle machines and cell A has the right to run jobs on cell B’s
machines. If one of these three conditions is not satisfied, then Machine Allocator A’s request will be
rejected. Machine Allocator A will have to query a different cell.
If  cell B makes a commitment, Machine Allocator A can request list of idle machines from
Machine Allocator B and allocate jobs to those machines using the local scheduling policy. When
Machine Allocator finishes scheduling, it sends a release-commit message to Machine Allocator B. If
the Machine Allocator B does not receive a release-commit after some time-out interval, it will cancel
its commitment. All cell A’s jobs that are successfully started before this cancellation are not
preempted. These jobs will be preempted later when Machine Allocator B has to execute its own jobs.
A fault cell can be detected in two ways:
1. No acknowledgment from a cell
When a Machine Allocator requests a commitment to another cell, it expects a reply, either a
commitment or a reject message. If after a certain period, the Machine Allocator does not receive a
reply, the intended executing cell is assumed to be “down”.  The Machine Allocator will broadcast
to other cells about this problem.
2. The commitment timer expires
When a Machine Allocator decides to commit, it sets a timer to prevent itself from committing
indefinitely. After scheduling jobs, the initiating cell will notify the Machine Allocator of the
executing cell that the commitment is satisfied and it can stop the timer. However, if the timer
expires before the notification arrives, the executing cell’s Machine Allocator assumes that the
initiating cell is “down” at the time it is processing a job execution. It will cancel the commitment
and notify other cell about this problem.
5.3.   BATRUN DPS Machine Allocator Implementation
BATRUN DPS Machine Allocator is also implemented as a multi-threaded server. When it is
executed, the Machine Allocator process creates two threads: the network interface and functional
threads. The scheduling policy of these threads is round-robin and the priority is set to minimum value.
These threads communicate using a shared variable. These share data are protected using a mutual
exclusion lock and a conditional variable.
The network interface thread, immediately after it is created, initializes an RPC connection,
registers to the RPC portmapper and listen to the network. When an RPC request comes, the network
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interface creates a dispatcher thread that determines and executes the called procedures, and returns the
result back to the client.  If the work requested by the client requires cooperation of the functional
thread, the network interface thread will save the data and command in the shared variable and send a
conditional signal to the functional thread.
The functional thread waits on a synchronization signal (conditional variable) from the
network interface. However, periodically, it stops waiting and performs housekeeping work described
above. When a signal comes from the network interface to schedule machines for job execution, the
functional Machine Allocator gets the status of slave machines from Resource Collector, and creates a
number of threads (currently, default is 5 threads). Each of these threads executes the same scheduling
codes as described above. They share the same list of slave machines acquired earlier from Resource
Collector. Mutexes are used by the threads to gain exclusive access to this shared data.
Each thread is responsible to find a slave machine to execute a job, send the evaluation result
to the corresponding Job Scheduler. This work is repeated until all jobs are allocated to be executed or
all slave machines are busy. At this point, the threads simply exit.
6.   BATRUN DPS Resource Collector
6.1.   BATRUN DPS Resource Collector Design
The Resource Collector is responsible for maintaining a list of currently active slave machines
in the current pool along with the resources available. This list is provided to the Machine Allocator
whenever it makes a request. This too, like other servers consists of a functional and a network
interface component. The network interface component is responsible for three tasks:
1. Accept machine resource record from Execd
The incoming resource record of the slave machine is deposited in the pool of incoming reqests by
the Resource Collector.
2. Provide list of machines to Machine Allocator
This is the list of machines that are registered as active with the Active machines list. There are
two kinds of lists provided to the Machine Allocator. The list of all machines registered as active
machines with the Resource Collector and the list of machines with jobs as reported by the Job
Scheduler.
3. Accept job update from Job Scheduler
The Job Scheduler reports to the Resource Collector that it has jobs to be executed whenever there
is a request on the slave machine for jobs requiring execution. This is used to update the state of
the machine in the Machine resource database maintained by the Resource Collector.
The functional component performs the following:
1. Maintain a list of active registered machines
The active machines list consists of the machine name along with the last time stamp the machine
contacted the Resource Collector. If the slave machine does not contact the Resource Collector for
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for a specified amount of threshold interval, the Resource Collector considers the machine is no
longer active in the cell.
2. Maintain a database of machines resources and state
The information about resources currently availble in slave machines are maintained by the
Resource Collector in a database.
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Figure 12. The Resource Collector network and functional components
6.2.   BATRUN DPS Resource Collector Implementation
The Resource Collector is implemented as a multi-threaded server. It starts by initializing the
network interface thread, the active list thread and the worker threads (5 in the current implementation).
The scheduling policy of the worker threads is round robin and the priority is set to a minimum value.
The priority of the network interface thread and the active list thread is set to a maximum value.
Immediately after its creation, the network interface thread initializes an RPC connection,
registers to the RPC portmapper and listens to the incoming requests. If the incoming request is from
the Execd or the Job Scheduler, it deposits the request into the pool of incoming machine updates and
returns the call. The active list thread does the housekeeping work by maintaining a list of active
machines in the cell. The worker threads wake up when there is a request to be served. They pick up
the requests from the pool, update the active machines list and then update the records in the Machine
Resource database being maintained by the server.
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7.   BATRUN DPS Execd
7.1.   BATRUN DPS Execd Design
The two important tasks performed by the Execd are to periodically report the machines'
resource statistics to the Resource Collector and to start and stop the execution of user jobs on the local
host. It consists of two components: functional and network interface components, as shown in the
Figure 13. The network interface component is responsible of the following:
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Figure 13. The Execd functional and network interface components
1. Accept request to start job from Job Scheduler
The execd accepts requests from the Job Scheduler to execute a user job on the local host. The
Execd is unable to service the request if the UNIX load average of the machine is high, or the
machine is currently executing jobs. If the machine is idle, the Execd checks the resources available
to verify whether they are suited for the job. If it finds that it is favorable to start the user job on
the local host, then it signals the functional part of the Execd to start the User Process Agent.
2. Accept request to preempt job from Job Scheduler
The Execd signals the functional interface to preempt a user job if the specified job is currently
executing on the machine. Otherwise, if the job had executed earlier on the machine, then the status
of the job at process termination is returned.
3. Return status of requested job to the Job Scheduler
The Execd also returns status of specified job id for the job that is either currently executing on the
local host or has executed on the local host sometime in the past.
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4. Return job id of executing job to Machine Allocator
This interface returns the job id of the currently executing job to the Machine Allocator.
The Execd functional component has the following functions:
1. Send periodic update to Resource Collector
The Execd is responsible for sending periodic update of the machine's resources to the Resource
Collector. The machine resource and state record contain the following information as shown in the
Figure 14.
Hostname of the machine
Architecture of the machine
Operating System on the machine
Virtual Memory available on the machine
Swap space available on the machine
Unix load average on the machine
State of the machine
Group Id of the machine
Machine Id of the machine in the group
Availability of jobs on machine
Figure 14. Machine Record
2. Start the User Process Agent
The Execd forks and then overlays the process image with the User Process Agent. It then creates a
message Queue to transfer the job parameters to the User Process Agent and waits for the
completion of the job by the User Process Agent.
3. Preempt the User Process Agent
Preemption of the User Process Agent could be done because of two contributing factors - either
because the Execd detects the load on the local host exceeding above than a certain specified
threshold or if the Job Scheduler requests Job preemption. The preemption is done by sending a
signal to the User Process Agent.
7.2.   BATRUN DPS Execd Implementation
The Execd is implemented as a multi-threaded server. When executed, it creates three threads.
A thread for the network interface component to listen to incoming requests on the network, a
housekeeping thread that reports the machine resources periodically to the Resource Collector, and a
User Process Agent thread that controls the User Process Agent when a job from a Job Scheduler is
executing on the local machine.
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8.   BATRUN DPS User Process Agent
8.1.   BATRUN DPS Design
The User Process Agent is responsible for the execution of the user job on the host machine.It
decides if the invocation of the job is from a checkpointed version or not. It is the User Process Agent
which communicates with the user process by sending signals to it. These could be either because the
User Process Agent needs to do periodic checkpointing or because the user job is to be preempted from
the local machine. The User Process Agent starts the user process and then waits for either of these
three events to happen: (1) the job is completed, (2) the Execd sends the User Process Agent a signal to
preempt the job, or (3) it wants to create a periodic checkpoint image of the job and then restarts it
again. The main functions of the User Process Agent, as shown in the Figure 15, are:
1. Start the user process
The functional component starts a user job by forking  itself and overlaying the process image of
the forked process with the user job. The process could start an a new invocation of the process or
from the last checkpointed version of the process. The image files of the last checkpoint of the
process are kept in the working directory specified by the user.
2. Checkpoint the user process
The checkpointing is done by sending the user process a signal to save its state and exit. The user
code has to be previously compiled with the library provided with the system. This library includes
the code that allow the process to checkpoint itself when it receives the appropriate signal.
3. Send job context to Job scheduler.
The User Process Agent sends the job state and the job id to the Job Scheduler whenever the Job is
completed, preempted or when it is unable to start the user job due to various possible reasons.
This is done to keep the Job Scheduler abreast with the Job state on the host machine.
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Figure 15. The Execd design
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8.2.   BATRUN DPS User Process Agent Implementation
The User Process Agent is implemented as a process initiated by the Execd. The job context
and the job id as reported by the Job Scheduler to the Execd are communicated to the User Process
Agent by a message queue created on the slave machine and closed after the communication.
9.   Conclusion
This paper presents the design of BATRUN Distributed Processing System (DPS). BATRUN
DPS is a viable solution to satisfy massive computational needs of a large scale application, without
requiring the use of dedicated machines. Its scheduling policy is based on three considerations: (1) local
user autonomy, (2) machine’s load average, and (3) priority according to ownership of machines.
BATRUN DPS multi-cell architecture guarantees a better tolerance to failures. The failure of a Cell
Manager only affects the execution of jobs in that cell. Other peer cells can still perform their functions
correctly. The multi-cell architecture also makes the resource allocation and scheduling distributed and
scalable.
10.    Future Work
BATRUN DPS is a continuing project. Currently, the alpha version of this software is being
tested on the Project Vincent system. A number of future work that can be done to further improve the
software:
• Authenticating BATRUN DPS servers
The alpha version of BATRUN DPS software does not authenticate any of the BATRUN DPS
servers during communication. This can possibly cause a security problem. To prevent this, the
servers can perform authentication mechanism before the actual transaction takes place. There are
two alternative authentication mechanisms can be used: Kerberos mutual authentication or ONC
RPC’s authentication system. Further analysis is required to determined which authentication
system suits with BATRUN DPS system.
• Adding shadow Cell Manager
BATRUN DPS tries to solve Condor’s single point failure problem by replicating the function of
the Cell Manager. However, this solution is not optimal, because if a Cell Manager is down, all
jobs within the cell still can not be executed. To improve BATRUN DPS fault tolerant, shadow
Cell Managers can be added to the design. These alternative Cell Managers are executed when the
original Cell Manager dies. There are two possible designs. First, BATRUN DPS can maintain a
list of reserve hosts where alternative Cell Manager can execute in case the main host fails.
Second, the first slave machine that finds the Cell Manager failure can initiate an election
procedure to all other slaves to determine which slave will be “elected” as the new Cell Manager.
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